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OUR FUTURE
A MANIFESTO FOR EUROPE

ABOUT US
The Erasmus+ KA3 project
"European Youth on Stage - EYoS"
experimented with activities, techniques and tools related to
artistic-cultural languages to contribute to the EU's strategic
objective :"Active information and communication to young
people, formulated in their own language, so that they understand the
functioning of Europe and the policies that concern them"; stimulating young
people to deepen and rework in particular the European Youth Goals.
In total, 54 boys and girls directly participated in the project, representing 6
European countries (Croatia, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Slovenia, Sweden).
All the participant have different social, educational and linguistic-cultural
backgrounds, including young people with refugee status and asylum seekers
who are currently excluded from accessing all measures developed by the
EU for young people, as well as having objectively fewer opportunities to
access information and local and European initiatives adressed to them.
The project is run in partnership by the following organisations:
Rete Iter(Italy)
GEA Cooperativa Sociale (Italy)
EU DIASPORA COUNCIL (Sweden),
DRPDNM (Slovenia)
ECHO (Association for Promoting Active Citizenship) (Croatia)
Jugend- & Kulturprojekt e.V. (Germany)
DYPALL NETWORK (Portugal)

The European Commission’s support for the
production of this publication does not constitute
an endorsement of the contents, which reflect the
views only of the authors, and the Commission
cannot be held responsible for any use which may
be made of the information contained therein.

why a manifesto
THIS MANIFESTO IS WRITTEN BY YOUNG EUROPEANS AND IT IS
ADDRESSED TO LOCAL, NATIONAL AND EUROPEAN
INSTITUTIONS, AS WELL AS CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS
AND ALL EUROPEAN CITIZENS. WE WANT OUR VOICES TO BE
HEARD AT DECISION-MAKING LEVEL, BECAUSE WE ARE THE FUTURE OF
EUROPE AND WE WANT TO LIVE IN A UNITED UNION THAT PUT THE NEEDS
OF PEOPLE AT THE CENTRE.
THIS MANIFESTO WANTS TO BE SPREAD AMONG PEOPLE AND INSTITUTIONS,
TO GIVE A CONTRIBUTION AND GET AN IMPACT IN THE DECISION-MAKING
PROCESS.
LET YOUNGSTERS CONTRIBUTE TO BUILD THE FUTURE OF EUROPE.

This manifesto is financed by a grant from the European
Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency
(EACEA) under the European Union’s Erasmus+ programme
(no.614873-EPP-1-2019-1-IT-EPPKA3-EU-YTH-TOG)

our key words
ENGAGEMENT AND PARTICIPATION

Issues:
It is hard to believe that young
people can actively participate in the
construction of European policies if
they are excluded from decisions at
local level. Local policy makers and
stakeholders in youth policy do not
have specific experience and tools to
implement processes in which young
people are more than just "users" of
local policies.
Engagement and participation are
effective only if young people are
empowered to act as Planners
Facilitators
Evaluators
DecisionMakers.
Unfortunately, experiences, models,
good practices activating young
people as (actual and not merely
rhetorical)
planners,
evaluators,
advocates are rare, not adequately
evaluated, valued, supported and
disseminated.
Solution:
Only bi-directional communication
can ensure that 'participation' is not
reduced to the alternative between
'passive consent or defection'.
The project made possible to
experiment ways and means of
"producing and launching everyone's
own message": channels to “move
youth forward” are still missing.

For young people,
participating means doing,
not talking. During the project
we always discuss about the
problem but we feel we are not told how to
take action.
The project involved us because it asked us
to do. And to do it physically.
Participating, being involved, intervening, it
is considered possible and attractive only if
they produce an activation of the body,
expecially after the covid pandemic.
Therefore, participation means doing.
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
Aggiungi corpo del testo

Issues:
During the project, it was strongly
emphasised
the
difficulties
and
inconveniences related to information
management that very negatively affect our
relationship with Europe.
It is impossible to participate in what one
does not know. We Young Europeans do
not have access to good quality
information.
All of us Participants felt that we can’t
access properly to the messages issued by
the EU institutions. Because of the
Information Overload pushed by social
media and the inappropriateness or
inadequacy of the language, messages
given by institutional sites are not that easy
to be reach. Expecially for those who do not
know the specific language.

our key words
People often have to resort between
local websites where it is difficult to
obtain more effective information.
Unless someone does not know
exactly what to look for, information
about opportunities are not that
immediate and reachable for all. This
requires specific and advanced skills,
e.g., in the ability to search by key
words, which not all young people are
provided with or only a few have
access to.
n this confusion, only a few young
people are able to identify, learn
about and then possibly make use of
potentially available programmes,
projects and opportunities. Usually
this group excludes those youngsters
from minorities or already at risk of
social exclusion, who should be
among the main targets of EU
initiatives.
Thus, for example, the only widely
known programme is Erasmus, but
even this is imperfectly known: many
of the beneficiaries identified it as an
opportunity for university students
only.
Above
everything:
local
institutions and schools do not offer
any support to improve access to
information
or
opportunities:
therefore, Europe remains something
marginal in the daily lives of young
people.

Solution:
It is necessary for both the EU
and Local Institutions to develop
a new communication strategy
via the “media world”. It must be effectively
clear and accessible to all.
For this purpose, it could be useful to:
a) strengthen the capacity of the whole EU
communication/information system to
produce "passive communication" with
more investments in social media
management;
2) disseminate and establish locally
professional figures of facilitators for
virtual learning focused also on the
development of digital literacy skills
3)make sure that primary institution such
as schools are the first to show the
availability of such programs and
opportunities.
Non-formal information opportunities to
learn and share about Europe, such as
social events, and non formal methods,
such role playing and storytelling, should
be valorized: they represent the best way
for youngsters to meet their peers, share
experiences and information and learn
diversity.

our key words
CONTRIBUTION AND ACTION
Issues:
In these conditions, the most
vulnerable young European citizens
are still far from being able to
exercise their rights of participation.
We do not simply ask for physical
space available or accessible to them.
We ask for alternative loci of
significance. We ask to be able to
leave
concrete,
visible
and
recognisable signs of our presence
and intervention.
Solution:
Through performative techniques
such as those applied by the project,
participants can be guided along an
emotional path where it is easy to get
excited and moved. The action of the
body is the physical realisation of the
imaginary, the revision of what
determines a transformation of one's
own experience. In this way even
statements that may appear abstract,
distant and difficult to understand,
are relived in one's own body and,
through it, they can be understood,
criticised, re-elaborated, expressed
and communicated.
This is an
alternative form of contribution in
collective life that starts from the
body as a system of values and
injects them into the social field,
making one's inner world the active
force for social change.

The success of the project also
depended on the fact that it
was asked to create the video and to be the
subject of an instrument of which we are
normally mere users: our bodies went from
being passive to active.
TRUST
Issues:
A large percentage of young people do not
trust Europe. With this project we felt we
could have our say although we still feel like
this message will not reach this Europe,
which is perceived as a big organisation
distant from us.
We expressed doubts, disappointment, and
disenchantment. We were shocked to
discover thanks to the project, all the
opportunities and possibilities are prepared
for young people without any of this ever
reaching them. Europe is still perceived as
something to be desired, but we do not see
the possibilities to act. We feel distant and
helpless towards policies that are not so
open or functional to our needs.
Solution:
To rebuild the relationship with young
people, it is important to go beyond the
levels of "top-down communication",
"consultation" or approaches influenced by
"customer satisfaction" models.

our key words
Only if conditions of fairness and
equality are created can we rebuild a
relationship of trust between young
people and Europe that today it is
still perceived as difficult.
Individual competences are a very
useful resource for reducing the gap
between young people and the
European institutions and can and
should be strengthened with the
support of youth workers and peer
groups.
For this reason, we proposed a
learning method that connects
learning European policies with their
creativity, active citizenship with what
young people like: the media, being
protagonists, being noticed
INCLUSION
Issues:
Our generation possess a range of
cultural 'tools' that no generation has
ever known. For this reason, young
people of this generation already
possess the skills of creativity and
communication in the global society
that are the necessary conditions for
exercising their rights of citizenship.
This greatly increases the risks of
social exclusion for young people
who are prevented from accessing
these skills.
For young people from minorities
and underrepresented groups it is
even more difficult to access

the possibility to enjoy the
rights that Europe
promotes, for example in
the field of work, health,
citizenship. The same happens in the field
of vocational training where, for example,
their participation in social projects such as
Erasmus+ is not assessed by companies as
the acquisition of non-formal competences
and is therefore not considered in the CV
evaluation on a Job Application.
Solution:
Intercultural education is a key tool for
combating social exclusion of young
people. The project focused on this aspect
a) to develop intercultural competences
and skills to work with underrepresented
young people; b) to strengthen capacities
to reach and involve young people from
different
cultural,
social,
economic,
minority, underrepresented groups
In order to generate inclusion among
citizens, the institutions' capacity for
initiative must be necessary and decisive.
Only a new type of administration
should/could promote and build on
inclusive relations with citizens and society,
operating as an accelerator of publicness,
i.e., supporting and advancing the idea of
the public, the search for meaning, civic
responsibility,
and
the
collective
elaboration of meanings on which
collective learning, civic and public life are
based.

AWARENESS

our key words

Issues:
Great attention and disappointment
were reported during the project,
concerning the inadequacy of the
support
offered
by
(all)
the
institutions to involve young people
in European strategies.
The project was the first opportunity
to learn about the strategies and
opportunities that Europe offers to
youth. It was also the first occasion
to start developing our own
judgements about them. Until now,
this has not been possible for any of
us: only young university’s students
and members of very well-structured
organisations seemed to be able to
access the information to fully enjoy
this right. Enabling every European
citizen to be aware of and fully enjoy
their existing rights is a matter of
respect.
That the European institutions are
aware
of
the
expectations,
aspirations, judgements and wishes
of all young people (no one
excluded) is a matter of respect.
The project activities enabled us to
develop and express divergent
thinking, as a style of thinking that
produces several different and
possible solutions: in this way were
produced "other ways" (different
from the institutional ones) of
understanding and communicating
Eu Goals.

Listening to young
people means seriously and
effectively accepting different
and even radically divergent points of view
from those proposed.
Solution:
The project developed learning and
research based on problem-solving in
three phases: 1) Planning activities with a
common objective; 2) Probing, stimulating
the beneficiary's thinking, investing his/her
person with roles and responsibilities; 3)
Offering each participant opportunities to
share the task. This method has given
encouraging results, demonstrating that it
can
be
useful
in
disseminating
information, facilitating the understanding
of the message, its personal reworking,
critical capacity and the production of
alternatives.
For this reason we proposed a learning
method that connects learning European
policies with creativity, active citizenship
with what we,young people like: the
media, being protagonists, being noted.
Put
ourselves
in
front
of
the
screen/audience could stimulate creativity.
In this way the project encouraged and
accompanied all of us in a process of
discovery, fostering the development of
their
creative
potential;
discovery
promotes an autonomous way of doing
and thinking, stimulating the attitude to
lifelong learning
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follow us online!
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